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Baby Touch and Feel books are the perfect series for the very youngest readers. These small,
padded books excite babies and toddlers with their foil and touch and-feel covers. Each book in this
affordable series contains twelve vibrant interior pages, with bold, engaging images. Containing
large word labels, each page has foil or glitter to behold or a tantalizing texture to touch. These safe
novelty textures immediately intrigue babies and are perfect for little fingers to feel. The Baby Touch
and Feel series encourages sensory development, language skills, and early reading skills while
teaching color, shapes, patterns, and opposites. In Baby Touch and Feel: Happy Birthday presents,
cake, balloons, and fun are all waiting to be discovered.
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This is the cutest little book. We've had a baby boom in our group of friends and family over the past
couple years and I've been stocking up on copies of this book and writing a little note in each in
place of a birthday card. At $4.97 each, they're less than many greeting cards and kids can keep
them and enjoy them over and over again. I just gave one to my niece for her first birthday and she
loved looking at it and touching the doggie, the cupcakes, etc. This is a great addition to a kids'
birthday gift!

I run a family daycare and I always like to get something for the children when it comes to birthdays,
This book is perfect and has alot of beautiful color pictures to it. I plan on ordering lots more a

perfect gift for 1,2, or 3 year olds. Thankyou so much for advertising them I had never,ever seen this
birthday one at the stores.

It's a cute book but it's extremely small and the touch and feel parts are also very small. It'd be
better if the book were a little bigger.

My son just adored this book we got him for his first birthday! He loves it and pulls it out regularly to
have me read or look through on his own. Not very much to read in this book, but you can look at
and describe the pictures and point to objects - very well made and durable design.

Got this for a gift for my granddaughter's first birthday. The book is well constructed, but the "Touch
and Feel" label is misleading. A baby won't be able to feel much in most of the pages - which are
simply embossed in some places. There is only one furry spot on the last page. The book is cute
but a disappointment.

Not much going on in this touch and feel book. My one year old generally loves these books but this
one doesn't have much to it.

Bought this for my almost one year old! I love it and he's gonna love it too. I really like that the book
is so small but chunky! It's really colorful and cute. Overall I'm pleased with this purchase!!

This is a cute birthday themed book with just vocab words and pictures. I wished there wasn't so
many photos including the same stuffed animals but liked the few different birthday related items
that it featured. My daughter still likes to look at it.
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